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Abstract: Yields of O2 formed during decomposition of peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH) under widely varying
medium conditions are compared to predictions based upon the assumption that the reaction involves formation
of discrete•OH and•NO2 radicals as oxidizing intermediates. The kinetic model used includes all reactions of
•OH, •O2

-, and reactive nitrogen species known to be important under the prevailing conditions; because the
rate constants for all of these reactions have been independently measured, the calculations contain no adjustable
fitting parameters. The model quantitatively accounts for (1) the complex pH dependence of the O2 yields and
(2) the unusual effects of NO2-, which inhibits O2 formation in neutral, but not alkaline, solutions and also
reverses inhibition by organic•OH scavengers in alkaline media. Other observations, including quenching of
O2 yields by ferrocyanide and bicarbonate, the pressure dependence of the decomposition rate, and the reported
dynamic behavior for O2 generation in the presence of H2O2, also appear to be in accord with the suggested
mechanism. Overall, the close correspondence between observed and calculated O2 yields provides strong
support for decomposition via homolysis of the ONOOH peroxo bond.

Introduction

Peroxynitrite ion (ONOO-) and its conjugate acid (ONOOH)
are powerful oxidants whose chemistry is presently poorly
understood.1-3 Although regarded historically as laboratory
curiosities, there is mounting circumstantial evidence that
peroxynitrite and its derivatives may play major roles in cellular
defense mechanisms against microbial infection4-7 and the
pathophysiology of human diseases associated with oxidative
stress.8 Consequently, within the past few years there has been
an explosion of interest in conditions that promote peroxynitrite
formation and its subsequent reactivity.9

The peroxynitrite anion is relatively unreactive, presumably
because its reduction generates O2- as a leaving group.10

However, protonation1 or addition of other Lewis acids (e.g.,

CO2
11-13 or complexation by certain metal ions14,15) generates

reactive species which either oxidize compounds present in the
medium or undergo rapid degradation, leading to net isomer-
ization to NO3

- ion.1,16 Both one-electron and two-electron
oxidations have been observed.3 The one-electron reactions often
proceed by rate-limiting unimolecular activation of ONOOH
(or ONOOCO2

-), for which maximal product yields obtained
are always substantially less than limits based upon stoichio-
metric consumption of the oxidant.16-22 This behavior indicates
the existence of at least two intermediates along the reaction
pathway, only one of which is oxidizing but both of which are
capable of forming NO3-.2,3,16-22 In contrast, two-electron
oxidations appear to involve direct bimolecular reaction between
ONOOH and the reductant.3,18,23-26
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The structural basis for reactivity differences between inter-
mediates formed from both ONOOH and ONOOCO2

- in the
unimolecular (or “indirect”) pathways has been the subject of
considerable speculation. Reactivity has been assigned to
specific configurational isomers (i.e., trans vs cis about the N-O
single bond),18,26to high-energy “transoid” intermediates formed
along reaction coordinates for cis-trans isomerization,2 to
nitronium (NO2

+) ion (formed by heterolytic cleavage of the
peroxo O-O bond),3 and to caged radical pairs3 or free
radicals16,27,28(formed by homolytic cleavage of the O-O bond).
We have recently emphasized that the reactivity patterns
exhibited in simple one-electron “outer sphere” reactions with
coordination compounds cannot be easily rationalized by
dynamical models that impose high thermodynamic barriers to
electron transfer to just one of the intermediates or by models
based upon differing reactivities of geometrical isomers.10 Since
the peroxo O-O bond in these compounds is calculated to be
exceptionally weak,29 these facts are readily accommodated by
a reaction model in which the “unreactive” intermediates are
{•NO2,•OH} and{•NO2,•CO3

-} caged radical pairs formed by
O-O bond homolysis that either undergo rapid geminate
recombination to form NO3- or escape the cage to give discrete
radicals that engage in bimolecular reactions (Scheme 1).

For CO2
-catalyzed reaction, it is generally agreed that

formation of•NO2 and•CO3
- from ONOOCO2

- is a plausible
unimolecular activation step.11,27,28,30However, whether the rates
of reactions of ONOOH are consistent with the thermodynamics
of O-O bond homolysis to form•NO2 and•OH is a contentious
point.9 In the present study, we compare product yields of O2

formed by oxidation of ONOO- by the reactive intermediate
under various conditions to values calculated assuming that the
intermediate is•OH. These calculations are based upon a
multistep radical mechanism that contains all of the reactions
of •OH, •O2

-, and reactive nitrogen species known to be
important under the reaction conditions, including the recently
reported reactions of•OH and N2O3 with ONOO-,31,32 and
reversible dissociation of ONO2- to •NO and•O2

-.33 Because
there are no adjustable parameters, the calculations provide a
stringent test of the proposed mechanism. The comparison shows
that reactivity of the oxidizing intermediate is indistinguishable
from that of •OH; furthermore, the reaction scheme accurately
accounts for the complex medium-dependent influence of NO2

-

and other•OH scavengers upon the system dynamics.

Experimental Section
Materials. All chemicals were reagent grade and used as received

from commercial suppliers; water was purified with use of a Milli-Q
system. Reagent solutions of sodium peroxynitrite were prepared from
acidified H2O2 and NaNO2 in a tandem quench-flow mixing apparatus34

and stored at-80 °C. To minimize contamination of the stock solution

by unreacted H2O2, NaNO2 was taken in 10% stoichiometric excess.
Analyses (described below) indicated that the product solution contained
∼140 mM peroxynitrite, as determined spectrophotometrically (ε302 )
1670 M-1 cm-1),35 and 21 mM residual nitrite.

Analytical Methods. Rates and yields of oxygen production were
measured with a Rank Brothers Clark type polarographic electrode
system connected to a t-y strip-chart recorder. Experiments were
performed at ambient temperature (21( 1 °C) by syringe-injecting
aliquots of the alkaline peroxynitrite solution into a 5 mLcell containing
rapidly stirred deoxygenated 0.3 M phosphate buffer. Oxygen yields
were calculated from the magnitude of the change in polarographic
current that accompanied complete decomposition of the peroxynitrite.
Initial rates of O2 formation measured at pH 9 were determined from
the initial slopes of the current vs time traces; experimental conditions
were adjusted so that the response of the O2 electrode was not rate-
limiting. The electrode was calibrated by reducing the O2 in air-saturated
water (0.279 mM O2)36 with solid sodium dithionite. Samples for nitrite
and nitrate analyses were prepared by adding aliquots of the peroxy-
nitrite stock solution to rapidly stirred phosphate buffer (pH 4-10).
The nitrite ion content of the product solutions was determined by the
Griess method.36 The amount of residual nitrite ion present in the stock
peroxynitrite solutions was determined by decomposing samples in
phosphate buffer at pH 3, under which conditions nitrate is the sole
nitrogen-containing product (Results section).1,16Nitrate ion was reduced
to nitrite with Aspergillusnitrate reductase,37 and determined as the
difference in measured nitrite in the samples before and after enzymatic
reduction.

Calculation Methods. The kinetics of peroxynitrite decay and
oxygen formation were simulated by numerical integration of a set of
rate equations with use of an INTKIN computer program developed
by H. Schwarz at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The input
parameters were initial concentrations of ONOOH, ONOO-, and NO2

-,
medium pH, and pH-dependent rate constants for the reactions involved
(Kinetic simulations section). The program generated temporal profiles
for all reactants, intermediates, and products; the yields of O2 were
calculated as

Results

Reaction Stoichiometries.Two pathways have been identi-
fied for peroxynitrite decomposition in weakly acidic to alkaline
solutions, one involving formation of nitrate:1,16

and the other, formation of nitrite and oxygen:38

As illustrated in Figure 1, the relative contribution of reaction
2 was insignificant below pH 4, rose steeply between pH 6.5
and 8.5, and approached a plateau value above pH 8.5. Under
all conditions, the measured NO2

-/O2 ratio was nearly 2/1; this
ratio was independent of the peroxynitrite concentration from
0.13 to 0.55 mM. Over the entire pH range studied, the O2 yield
was, within experimental uncertainties, independent of peroxy-
nitrite concentrations over the range 0.14-0.55 mM. Further-
more, the total amount of NO2- plus NO3
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Scheme 1
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6, 8, and 10, was equal to the initial amount of added
peroxynitrite (data not shown). These observations are in accord
with results reported earlier by Mayer, Bohle, and co-workers.38

Control experiments with peroxynitrite solutions that had been

treated with MnO2 to remove any residual H2O2 gave results
that were identical with those obtained with untreated samples,
thus establishing that oxidation of adventitious H2O2 by per-
oxynitrite was not a source of O2 in these studies.

Inhibition of O 2 Formation by Radical Scavengers.Oxygen
yields from peroxynitrite decomposition decreased upon addition
of the •OH scavengers DMSO, benzoate, ethanol, 2-propanol,
tert-butyl alcohol, acetate, mannitol, or Fe(CN)6

4- to the reaction
medium. In neutral solutions, addition of NO2

-, an efficient
•OH scavenger,39 also inhibited O2 formation, but this inhibition
became progressively less effective as the pH was increased;
above pH 9, NO2- concentrations as high as 0.4 M had no effect
upon the O2 yields. Furthermore, inhibition of O2 formation by
the organic radical scavengers at pH 9 could be completely
reversed by adding NO2-. This result is remarkable in light of
the absence of any effects of added NO2

- upon the O2 yields
when other scavengers were not present. Notably, NO2

- did
not reverse the strong inhibition of O2 formation by Fe(CN)64-.
Data illustrating these effects are presented in Table 1.

Addition of 50 mM bicarbonate to the medium completely
blocked O2 formation. Under the experimental conditions, the
concentration of CO2 derived from bicarbonate was∼1 mM,
ensuring that virtually all of the reaction proceeded via
intermediary formation of ONOOCO2-. As might be expected
from the effects of other alcohols, 6% poly(ethylene glycol)
(average MW 10 000) also completely inhibited O2 formation.

Initial rates of O2 formation at pH 9.0 in the presence of
various scavengers are presented in Figure 2 in the form of a
competition plot. For simple competition kinetics between a
scavenger (S) and ONOO- for •OH, a linear relationship is
predicted betweenkS (the bimolecular rate constant for reaction
of S with •OH) and the function,

where RS and R are the initial rates of O2 formation in the
presence and absence of the scavenger, respectively, and the

(39) Buxton, J. V.; Greenstock, C. L.; Helman, W. P.; Ross, A. B.J.
Phys. Chem. Ref. Data1988, 17, 513-886.

Figure 1. Experimental and calculated yields of O2 formed during
ONOOH decay. The solid line is the calculated yield assuming that
reaction 3 forms NO2- and•O2

-; the dashed line is the yield assuming
that reaction 3 forms•NO + O2. Error bars for experimental points are
equal to twice the standard deviation of 12 (pH< 9) or 15 (pHg 9)
measurements for which the initial peroxynitrite concentration was
varied from 0.13 to 0.55 mM in 0.3 M phosphate buffer.

Table 1. Oxygen Yield (%) for Selected Conditions of Added
Nitrite and Radical Scavengersa

yield

pH
[added NO2

-]
(mM)

[scavenger]
(mM) exp.b calc.c

6.8 0 0 11( 0.5 10.8
6.8 0.20 0 8.9( 0.2 7.7
6.8 2.0 0 5.5( 0.2 4.0
6.8 40 0 2.6( 0.4 3.1
7.6 0 0 18( 0.5 19.0
7.6 1.0 0 13( 1 15.2
7.6 8.0 0 9.7( 0.7 14.0
7.6 40 0 9.6( 0.3 13.8
9.0 0 0 33( 1 39.7
9.0 1.0 0 32( 1 40.2
9.0 40 0 35( 2 40.3
9.0 400 0 33( 1 40.3

Fe(CN)64-

9.0 0 0.50 8.1 4.8
9.0 0.5 0.50 8.8 3.7
9.0 5.0 0.50 9.2 2.9
9.0 0 5.0 1.6 0.7
9.0 5.0 5.0 1.6 0.7

DMSO
9.0 0 1.0 12( 3
9.0 0.50 1.0 24( 1
9.0 1.0 1.0 31( 1

benzoate
9.0 0 1.0 16( 1
9.0 1.0 1.0 34( 1

ethanol
9.0 0 1.0 19( 1
9.0 1.0 1.0 31( 1

tert-butyl alcohol
9.0 0 1.0 24( 2
9.0 0 2.0 19( 1
9.0 0.50 1.0 31( 1
9.0 0.50 2.0 27( 2

a Total peroxynitrite was 0.55 mM.b Errors shown are the standard
deviation of triplicate measurements.c Assuming that•O2

- + NO2
-

are the products in reaction 3; the alternative pathway gives very similar
values.

Figure 2. Inhibition of the initial rate of O2 formation by acetate (A),
tert-butyl alcohol (B), ethanol (C), mannitol (D), 2-propanol (E), DMSO
(F), benzoate (G), and Fe(CN)6

4- (H) in 0.3 M phosphate buffer (pH
9). Each point is the average of 3-6 measurements with 0.5 mM total
initial peroxynitrite. Scavenger concentrations (0.5-2.0 mM) were
chosen so that inhibition was∼50% and was linearly dependent upon
the scavenger concentration. Rate constants (kS) for reaction of each
scavenger (S) with•OH were taken from ref 39. The line is the linear
least-squares fit to the data.

( R
RS

- 1)[ONOO-]o

[S]o
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subscripts “o” refer to initial concentrations of the reactant
species. Furthermore, the inverse of the slope must be equal to
the rate constant for reaction of•OH with ONOO-, i.e.,

The plot of experimental data (Figure 2) is approximately linear
and gives a best-fit value ofk3 ) 4 × 109 M-1 s-1, nearly
identical with the rate constant (k3 ) 4.8 × 109 M-1 s-1)
measured by pulse radiolysis.31 Thus, the relative reactivities
of the oxidizing intermediate toward the scavengers and
peroxynitrite are comparable to those of•OH.

One potential complication not addressed by this analysis
involves the fate of secondary radicals formed upon oxidation
of the scavengers with the intermediate. Reaction of these
radicals with adventitious NO2- could cause additional O2
formation via the intermediacy of•NO2 (see, e.g., Scheme 2).
In this case, experimentally measured initial rates of formation
and overall O2 yields would be greater than expected for the
simple competition model, leading to underestimation ofk3. For
the scavengers NO2- and Fe(CN)64-, sufficient kinetic informa-
tion exists to calculate their effects on O2 yields, as described
in the following section.

Kinetic Simulations. Yields of O2 formed under the various
reaction conditions were modeled assuming that free radicals
are generated by two homolytic decompositions:

A radical yield of 29% in reaction 4 is based upon the observed
yield of the oxidizing intermediate formed in ONOOH decom-
positions,40 for whichk4 ) 0.8 s-1 at the prevailing temperature
(∼21 °C). The forward rate constant for reaction 5 was recently
measured to bek5 ) 0.017 s-1;33 for the reverse reaction, we
usedk-5 ) 5 × 109 M-1 s-1, which is the average of two
reported values.41,42 The relative contributions of reactions 4
and 5 to radical generation are determined by the medium pH
and the pKa of ONOOH, which was taken as 6.6.11

The hydroxyl radical produced in reaction 4 can react with
ONOO- (reaction 3).31 The immediate products of this reaction
are unknown; the two most probable pathways, comprising
either O atom abstraction or electron transfer (reaction 3), were
explored in the simulations and gave practically identical oxygen
yields under all conditions (Figure 1). Because ab initio
calculations43 have suggested that the electron-transfer product,
•ONOO, decomposes to•NO + O2; the electron-transfer pathway
was modeled as producing these species directly. Nitrite ion,

which is both an unavoidable contaminant in most ONOO-

preparations and a product of the O2-evolving pathway, reacts
rapidly with •OH:

with k6 ) 1 × 1010 M-1 s-1.39 Other reactions of•OH, e.g.,
with •O2

-, •NO2, •NO, or •OH, are second order in radicals,
and therefore too slow to compete with reactions 3 and 6 under
the experimental conditions. Consequently, these reactions were
not included in the simulations.

Most of the oxygen is expected to be generated from
superoxide radical:

This reaction is pH dependent (pKa(•HO2) ) 4.8) with reported
rate constants44 of k7(•O2

-) ) 4.5× 109 M-1 s-1 andk7(•HO2)
) 1.8 × 109 M-1 s-1. Since O2NOO- decomposes relatively
rapidly44 (k ) 1 s-1), reaction 7 was treated as proceeding
directly to its final products. Under our experimental conditions,
disproportionation of superoxide is too slow45 to compete with
reaction 7; incorporation of the•O2

- disproportionation step into
the simulated mechanism did not alter the calculated yields of
O2.

Radical termination proceeds through a well-established set
of reactions:

for which k8 ) 4.5 × 108 M-1 s-1, k-8 ) 6.9 × 103 s-1, k9 )
1 × 103 s-1, k10 ) 1.1 × 109 M-1 s-1, k-10 ) 8.4 × 104 s-1,
k11 ) (2 × 103) + (1 × 108[OH-]) s-1.46-48 In addition to
hydrolyzing, the electrophilic N2O3 intermediate reacts with
peroxynitrite anion:

with a rate constant ofk12 ) 3 × 108 M-1 s-1.32 In neutral and
weakly alkaline solutions, this reaction leads to radical chain
propagation that significantly boosts O2 production by accelerat-
ing reaction 7.

The mechanism represented by reactions 3-12 can be
quantitatively tested because rate constants for each of the steps
have been determined in independent studies. The details of
our analysis by numeric integration are given as Supporting

(40) Based upon recent measurements with Fe(CN)6
4- and IrCl63- as

reductants (Gerasimov, O. V.; Lymar, S. V. Unpublished observations).
(41) Huie, R. E.; Padmaja, S.Free Radical Res. Commun. 1993, 18,

195-199.
(42) Goldstein, S.; Czapski, G.Free Radical Biol. Med. 1995, 19, 505-

510.
(43) McKee, M. L.J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1995, 117, 1629-1637.
(44) Logager, T.; Sehsted, K.J. Phys. Chem. 1993, 97, 10047-10052.
(45) Bielski, B. H.; Cabelli, D. E.; Arudi, R. L.J. Phys. Chem. Ref.

Data 1985, 14, 1041-1100.
(46) Gratzel, M.; Henglein, A.; Lilie, J.; Beck, G.Ber. Bunsen-Ges. Phys.

Chem. 1969, 73, 646-653.
(47) Gratzel, M.; Taniguchi, S.; Henglein, A.Ber. Bunsen-Ges. Phys.

Chem. 1970, 74, 488-492.
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Scheme 2

•OH + ONOO- f H+ + •O2
- + NO2

-

(or OH- + •ONOO) (3)

ONOOHf 0.71HNO3 + 0.29•NO2 + 0.29•OH (4)

ONOO- h •NO + •O2
- (5)

•OH + NO2
- f OH- + •NO2 (6)

•NO2 + •O2
-(•HO2) f O2NOO- f NO2

- + O2 (7)

•NO2 + •NO2 h N2O4 (8)

N2O4 + H2O f NO2
- + NO3

- + 2H+ (9)

•NO2 + •NO h N2O3 (10)

N2O3 + H2O(OH-) f 2NO2
- + 2H+(H+) (11)

N2O3 + ONOO- f NO2
- + 2•NO2 (12)
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Information. As shown in Figure 1, calculated O2 yields based
upon this mechanism accurately reproduce measured values over
the accessible experimental pH range. The calculated yields for
NO2

- were always twice those for O2, as expected, because
overall stoichiometry of reactions 3-12 is:

where 0e y e 0.5 is the pH-dependent oxygen yield. Because
reactions involving nitrite are explicitly included in the mech-
anism, one can model the effects of deliberately added NO2

-

on the O2 yields. Comparison with experimental results (Table
1) indicates that our mechanism accounts fairly well for the
complex pH-dependent inhibition by NO2

-. The simulations also
predict that O2 yields will be insensitive to the initial perox-
ynitrite concentration; the calculated yield decreased by 5% upon
lowering [ONOO-]t)0 from 0.55 to 0.14 mM at pH 9. Finally,
the inhibition of O2 formation by Fe(CN)64- and its modulation
by NO2

- can be estimated by including in the scheme three
additional reactions, i.e.,

for which k14 ) 1.1× 1010 M-1 s-1, k15 ) 2.1× 106 M-1 s-1,
andk16 ) 3 × 102 M-1 s-1.39,45,49As experimentally observed
(Table 1), the model correctly predicts that NO2

- will not only
be unable to reverse the inhibition by Fe(CN)6

4-, but will
amplify it.

Discussion
Chemical Reactivity and the •OH Model. All aspects of

peroxynitrite decomposition that have been quantitatively
examined, including the pH-dependent O2 yields (Figure 1) and
the influence of NO2- and free radical scavengers on them
(Table 1, Figure 2), are in accord with predictions based upon
the assumption that decomposition of ONOOH proceeds through
formation of•OH as the oxidizing species. The reaction behavior
can be understood qualitatively with the aid of Scheme 2, which
incorporates the elementary reaction steps involved in O2

formation. As additional aids to the following discussion, a
tabulation of the reaction steps and the ways in which they sum
to give net reaction stoichiometries for the various pathways
are attached as Supporting Information. In alkaline solutions,
where reaction 4 is rate-limiting, the steady-state concentrations
of •O2

- and •NO are sufficiently high that•NO2 partitions
between reactions 7, 10, and 11; dimerization/hydrolysis (reac-
tions 8 and 9) contributes very little under these conditions.
When the NO2

- concentration is low (Scheme 2, reactions below
the dashed line),•OH preferentially oxidizes ONOO-, producing
either O2 + •NO or •O2

- + NO2
- (reaction 3). In the former

case,•NO reacts with the•NO2 generated by ONOOH peroxo
bond homolysis (reaction 4), producing two NO2

- ions (reac-
tions 10 and 11); in the latter case,•O2

- reacts with•NO2 to
form O2 and NO2

- (reaction 7). In either case, summation of
the appropriate reactions yields the net stoichiometry given by
reaction 13 withy = 0.23; the simulations show that O2 yields
in excess of this value (Figure 1) are entirely due to radical
chain propagation via reactions 5, 7, 10, and 12. The maxima

in the simulated curves occur when the rates of reactions 11
and 12 are equal; in more alkaline solution, hydrolysis of N2O3

(reaction 11) becomes increasingly important, lowering the O2

yields. The small differences between two pathways for reaction
3 revealed by the simulations (Figure 1) are due to slightly
different contributions from the radical termination and propaga-
tion steps (reactions 8-12). Formation of•O2

- is, in our opinion,
more likely, given the tendency of•OH to abstract O atoms;
this pathway is the one depicted in Scheme 2.

At high NO2
- concentrations (Scheme 2, reactions above the

dashed line),•OH is effectively scavenged by NO2- (reaction
6). Under these conditions, the only source of O2 is the •O2

-

generated by reaction 5. Summing reactions 4-7 and 10-11,
one again obtains eq 13 withy = 0.23. Consequently, addition
of NO2

- has no effect upon the O2 yield in alkaline solutions,
as was both observed and confirmed by the simulations (Table
1).

In neutral or acidic media, however,•O2
- formation from

ONOO- by reactions 3 and 5 becomes rate-limiting, so that
now •NO2 dimerization/hydrolytic disproportionation (reactions
8 and 9) competes with•O2

- oxidation, thus lowering the O2
yields. Under these conditions, addition of NO2

- enhances this
effect by promoting reaction 6 at the expense of reaction 3.
Indeed, summation of reactions 4, 6, 8, and 9 shows that, when
•NO2 hydrolysis completely predominates, the yield of O2

becomes negligible. The pH dependence of the O2 yield (Figure
1) is determined by the relative rates of reactions 4 and 5.
Ignoring reaction 12, one can show that the inflection point
corresponds to the pH where the rates of reaction 4 and the
forward step of reaction 5 are equal.33 Using pKa(ONOOH))
6.6, k4 ) 0.8 s-1, andk5 ) 0.017 s-1, we calculate pH 7.7 for
this point, nearly identical with the apparent experimental value
(Figure 1).

Organic•OH scavengers attenuated O2 yields, most likely by
reacting directly with•OH to form secondary radicals. Excepting
Fe(CN)64-, this inhibition was reversed in alkaline media by
NO2

- under conditions where it competed effectively with the
scavengers for•OH to generate•NO2 (reaction 6). As described
above, substitution of•OH by •NO2 in alkaline solution does
not inhibit O2 evolution because it preserves the oxidizing
equivalent needed for converting•O2

- to O2. In contrast, the
organic•OH scavengers apparently consume the oxidant, thus
suppressing formation of O2. In general, complete inhibition
was not achieved, but appeared to approach scavenger-dependent
plateau values above scavenger concentrations of∼20 mM that
were 15-35% of the amount of O2 formed in the absence of
the scavenger. The unquenched O2 most likely was formed by
reaction between•O2

- generated in reaction 5 with the fraction
of •NO2 formed in reaction 4 that was not consumed by
secondary radicals produced in the•OH-scavenging reactions.
Quantitative evaluation of this effect was precluded by the
absence of information concerning the secondary radicals
generated by the scavengers. However, Fe(CN)6

4-, which is
rapidly oxidized by both•OH and•NO2, completely quenched
O2 formation at sufficiently high concentrations, as expected.
In this case, the inhibition could not be reversed by adding NO2

-

(Table 1) because any•NO2 formed by reaction with•OH was
consumed by Fe(CN)6

4- before it could react with•O2
-.

Similarly, no O2 was observed in the presence of bicarbonate
because under the reaction conditions scavenging of peroxyni-
trite by CO2

(49) Goldstein, S.; Czapski, G.J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1995, 117, 12078-
12084.

ONOOH+ ONOO- )
2yO2 + 4yNO2

- + (2-4y)NO3
- + H+ (13)

Fe(CN)6
4- + •OH f Fe(CN)6

3- + OH- (14)

Fe(CN)6
4- + •NO2 f Fe(CN)6

3- + NO2
- (15)

•O2
- + Fe(CN)6

3- f O2 + Fe(CN)6
4- (16)

ONOO- + CO2 f ONOOCO2
- f

•NO2 + •CO3
- f NO3

- + CO2 (17)
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dominates all reactions that could be sources for O2, including
homolysis (reaction 5) and oxidation of ONOO- by •CO3

-.11,16,31

Other Studies.Several arguments have been raised against
the formation of discrete•OH radicals during ONOOH decom-
position based upon comparative rate measurements,21 the
pressure dependence of the decomposition kinetics,50 and
viscosity effects.51 Several groups have reported that studies
with spin traps52 and putative hydroxyl radical scaven-
gers18,21,53,54do not show the relative reactivity patterns expected
for •OH; other researchers, however, have found reactivities to
be consistent with•OH formation.20,22,55-59 Varying contribu-
tions from reactions 6 and 17 arising from contamination by
NO2

- and CO2 could be major sources of these discrepancies.
These reactions, which were not recognized as problematical
in many of the earlier studies, significantly modulate the
reactivity characteristics of peroxynitrite;11-13,16,17,19,28in the
studies described herein, for example, CO2 completely quenched
O2 formation and NO2- exhibited a complex pH-dependent
quenching pattern (Table 1). Additionally,•NO2 is invariably
produced with•OH (Scheme 2), and its reactions with added
trapping agents and radicals derived from them need to be
explicitly considered.16

Activation volumes reported for ONOOH decomposition have
ranged from+1.7 cm3/mol51 to +9.6 cm3/mol26 under various
conditions. We have obtained values for∆V‡ that were
dependent upon the amount of NO2

- in the medium, increasing
from +6 to+14 cm3/mol when the NO2- content was increased
from ∼50 µM to 5 mM.60 It has been argued that low∆V‡

values are consistent with an activation step involving intramo-
lecular rearrangement, e.g., cis-trans isomerization, but not with
a mechanism involving O-O bond homolysis as the activation
step, because reactions initiated by single-bond O-O fissions
of peroxo compounds in apolar environments generally have
activation volumes of∆V‡ = +10 cm3/mol.61 This large positive
value for∆V‡ has been attributed primarily to the rate-retarding
effect upon cage escape of the geminate radical pair (kD in
Scheme 1) caused by a pressure-dependent increase in medium
viscosity.62 However, extrapolation to aqueous solutions is
questionable because the change in viscosity of water with
pressure is very small in the experimental region examined.61

In any event, the large positive values of∆V‡ measured for
various indirect reactions of ONOOH appear to be inconsistent
with a cis-trans activation step.60

The ONOOH decomposition rate was unaffected by increase
of the medium viscosity 20-fold, which has been taken as
evidence against a free radical mechanism.51 The additives used
were poly(ethylene glycol)s, which our studies have shown
effectively scavenge the reactive intermediate (Table 1). As
previously noted,51 under these conditions the reaction given
by Scheme 1 will be sensitive to viscosity only if both cage
return (k-C) and cage escape (kD) rate constants are relatively
large (optimally,k-C . kD . kN). The ability to scavenge only
∼29% of the decomposing ONOOH as an oxidizing intermedi-
ate implies thatkN > 2kD; estimates for thek-C/kN ratio based
upon experimental data are unavailable. Thus, although observa-
tion of a viscosity-dependent reduction in rate constants could
be taken as consistent with involvement of discrete•OH and
•NO2 intermediates, the absence of such an effect is not
compelling evidence against their participation.

It has been reported59 that peroxynitrite oxidizes H2O2 with
evolution of O2. The reaction is indirect, and has been interpreted
as involving rate-limiting formation of an activated intermediate
of ONOOH. The O2 yields were pH-dependent, exhibiting a
profile very similar to Figure 1, and competition kinetics with
free radical scavengers indicated that the intermediate had a
reactivity comparable to that of•OH. These observations can
be easily accommodated, at least qualitatively, by including in
our mechanism the following elementary step:

for which k(H2O2) ) 2.7× 107 M-1 s-1 and k(HO2
-) ) 7.5×

109 M-1 s-1.39 Because this reaction is slow in neutral solutions,
large concentrations of H2O2 (>0.1 M) were required to saturate
the O2 yields.59 Under these conditions, despite a pKa of 11.7
for H2O2, sufficient HO2

- could be present to compete with
contaminating NO2- (reaction 6) for•OH. Quantitative evalu-
ation of the data would require knowledge of the NO2

-

concentration levels in the ONOO- reagent solutions.
Finally we note that isotopic exchange of O atoms with H2O

has been reported63 to accompany decomposition of ONOOH
to HNO3; although the exchange mechanism has not been
identified, the results are consistent with formation of radical
intermediates.

In summary, the available thermodynamic and kinetic data
reported for ONOOH decompositions appear to be consistent
with generation of free•OH and•NO2 as intermediary reactants.
Given the complexity of these reactions, devising an alternative
mechanism that can account for all experimental observations
will be a very challenging endeavor.
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